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Foreword

This report is one part of a series of psychological and

technical Studies of child restraint systems which has been

carried out at the National Swedish Road and Traffic Research

Institute. This part of the series has been sponsored by the

National Swedish Road Safety Office.

The contents of this report refer strictly to the products

investigated. This report is not a certification, and the

Institute provides no assurance, either expressed or implied,

concerning the products.



Summary

The handling performance of two categories of buckles opening

by means of a pressure button, ranging from 20 - 70 Newton,

one with the pressure button opening mechanism in the middle

of the buckle, the other with it on the side, were tested

in a recent experiment in which the following four areas

were studied:

1) Correlation between age and children s ability to open

the buckles

2) Women s ability to open the buckles with one and both

hands respectively

3) Women s selection of the most difficult buckle which

they could accept for everyday use

4) Women s Selection of age at which they felt it was

permissible for children to open the buckles themselves

Eighty children between the ages of 2 1/2 and 4 l/2 and two-

hundred women participated in the experiment.

The results showed that the majority of women felt that chil

dren under4 years of age should not be able to open the buck-

les themselves. Children under 4 were unable to open buckles

at 50 Newton, whereas half of the children between 4 and

4 l/2 were able to do so. Buckles at 50 Newton were also an

acceptable standardvni lregard to the women s ability to open

them with one hand.



Background

In the beginning of 1975, the National Swedish Road Safety

Office issued a proposal concerning regulation standards for

child restraint systems in cars. These standards were based on

the results from studies carried out at the National Swedish

Road and Traffic Research Institute in collaboration with the

Road Safety Office (Turbell, 1974; Arnberg, l974 a,b; 1975 a,b).

This proposal contained recommendations concerning the han-

dling performance and practicality aspects which have, of

course, direct bearing on the use of restraint systems and

indirect bearing on their safety value. Of special concern

was the handling performance of the buckles on these systems.

The buckle must fulfill a seemingly contradictory requirement.

It is necessary to design buckles which are easy for adults

to handle in everyday, as well as emergency, situations while

at the same time having holding qualities so that young chil-

dren cannot open them themselves and cause disturbance to the

driver»

In a study (Arnberg, 1974a) concerning the advantages/disad-

vantages in connection with child seat use, it was shown that

the.children s openingof the buckles was, in fact, a problem

for many parents, especially those who drove alone with chil-

dren in the car. Two experiments were carried out (Arnberg,

1974b) in which child seats currently available on the market,

their buckles and harnesses, were studied with regard to their

handling perfOrmance. In the first experiment, children from

ages two to five were tested as to their capacity for opening

the buckles. The results showed that most of the buckles avail-

able ( y the market during 1973674 were very easy for children

to open. All of the four-year-old children succeeded in opening

all of the buckles; even children under two and one-half.suc-

ceeded in opening several of them . The results also showed

that the buCkles most difficult to open from the technical stand-

point, while at the same time requiring some amOunt ofstrength

to open, were the best, e.g., buckles with a pressure button;

opening mechanism located on the side.



In the second experiment, adults capacity to quickly remove

a dummy, the approximate size and weight of a three year-old

child, from the above-mentioned seats was studied under stress

and simulated darkness conditions. The results shOwed that

many of the buckles on the tested seats were very time-con-

suming to open under the experimental conditions. The time

required varied considerably, but it took more

than two minutes before one or more of the subjects had re-

moved the dummy from 50% of the seats. It was found, however,

that the buckle type which was most difficult for the children

to open (pressure button opening mechanism on the side) was

one of the easiest for the adults to open. None of the adults

needed more than two minutes to open this type of buckle and

to remove the dummy from the seat. The buckle opening time

was,on the average,as low as twenty seconds.

As a result of these studies, recommendations to manufactur-

ers resulted in the production of new buckle types. During

the spring of 1975 these new buckles were tested using the

earlier method (see Arnberg, 1975 a,b). A buckle at 70 Newton

having a push button opening mechanism in the middle of the

buckle showed very good results. It could not be opened by

any child under four years of age, and at the same time, it was

opened quickly by adults, at an average of five seconds, under

simulated darkness and stress conditions. The buckle was opened

by 25 % of the children between four and five years of age and

by 85 % of those between five and six years of age.

These two types of buckles (those with-the pressure button

on the side and those.with it in the middle) were, therefore,

recommended as most suitable from the handling standpoint

and appeared in the aforementionedi oad Safety~Office s
proposal of-l975.

An ad hoc committee inside the ECE has been established whose

purpose is to prepare suggestions for the European standards

concerning restraint systems for children. In a meeting of

this group (June 3-5, l975),the above-mentioned studies

of the improved buckles and their handling performance was

presented, which raised interest and brought about a discus-



sion concerning the age at which it was permissible for chil

drentx>be able to Open the buckles themselves, e.g.,in emer

gencqrsituations, and remove themselves from she seat. The

committee members had many different opinions about the appro-

priateammm but the majority felt that it should be possible to

establish an age at which the children would be expected

to have good judgement and to obey the parents so well that

it didn t matter if they could open the buckles or not. In

connection with this, it was discussed as to whether or not

buckles at 70 Newton were too resistant Lf children up to

six years of age had trouble opening them.

The present study was, therefore, designed to answer these

questions; in part tx) establish the age limit at which it

was permisSible for children to open the buckles themselves

and in part a study of the correlation between age and capa-

city to open buckles requiring varying amounts of opening

force to open, The ad hoc committee was also interested in

obtaining information about women s ability to open the same

buckles.

In Summary, the following four areas were studied in the pres -

eh£*e§per£aé £: '

1) Correlation between age and children s ability to open

the buckles

2) Women s ability to open the buckles with one and both

hands respectively

3) Women s selection of the most difficult buckle which

they could accept for everyday use

4) Women s selection of age at which they felt it was per-

missible for children to open the buckles themselves
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Experiment 1 - Study of Children s Ability to Open Buckles

Method

Subjects

Eighty children between the ages of 2 1/2 and 4 1/2 from day

nurseries in Stockholm served as subjects.

Buckles

Two buckles, referred to as type E and type V, with pressure

button opening mechanisms were used. Six buckles in each

The buckle

opening pressure was applied by a spring balance in the manner

category were tested, ranging from 20 - 70 Newton.

and direction normal for opening the buckle.

Procedure

After having become well-acquainted with the experimenter,

the children were placed in the child seats. The experimenter

~Opened the buckle several times in the same manner as parents

do when removing the child from the seat. The children were-

then asked to open the buckle themselves. If a child was

afraid to sit in the child seat, he was allowed to open the

buckle withoutdoing so, but further attempts were made to

encourage the child to sit in the seat and to open the buckle

there. The children began with the easiest buckle in a given

category, every other child beginning with a different category.

After having opened the easiest buckle several times, the

children were allowed to proceed to the next most difficult

buckle in the same category and so on, until a buckle was

reachedw i rthey could not open. The children were then

required to try to Open this buckle at least three times

with relatively long rest periods between each trial. Any

incorrect strategies were corrected,eumithe child was given

support through verbal praise so that maximal performance

could occur.
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Results

The results Showed a high correlation between age and open-

ing capacity (see Fig. l). A one-way analysisof variance

was performed and there was a significant differencel) be-

tweentimidifferent ages in regard to opening capacity.

The variability among the subjectsvmu;low_in all age groups

except for that of 4-4 1/2. An explanation of the rather high

variability in this particular group is that many of the

subjects had just turned four and the range of ability Was;

therefore, much greater in this group than it was in the

other groups.

Two of the original eighty-two subjects refused, even after

a full day s encouragement, to open the buckles; according

to day nursery perSOnnel, theseachildren were eXtremely shy.

 

l)One-vway analysis of variance, Ferguson (1966).

-F = 53.6 df 3 and 76 for buckle-E and

F = 55.7 df 3 and 76 for buckle v,

.bOth significant at the O.l_percent leVel.



Fig. 1.

Mean and standard deviation of the correlation between children s
age and their ability to open buckles requiring different amounts
of opening force to open. Each a
Two buckle types were tested.
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Experiment 2 - Study of Womenfs Ability to Open Buckles

Method

Subjects

Two-hundred women served as subjects, of which approximately

50%

at the day nurseries and 50%

were parents of the children in Experiment 1 or personnel

were members of different

community organizations.

Buckles

The buckles used were the same as those used in Experiment 1.

Procedure

A group of twenty-five of the two-hundred subjects was first

tested to see if the child seat s position in the car had

any bearing on the results. Eight different positions were

tested: 1) rearward-facing seat placed in the front seat of

the car; buckle opened from the left, 2) same with buckle

opened from the right, 3) forward-facing seat in the front

seat; buckle opened from the left, 4) same with buckle Opéned

from the right, 5) rearward-facing seat in the back seat of a

two-door car, 6) same in a four-door car, 7) forward-facing

seat in the back seat of-a two-door car, and 8) same in a

four-door car. The women were first required to try to open

all twelve buckles in order to see which ones they could open

with one and both hands and then to try opening them on the

child seats in the car; only the more difficult buckles were

tested in the car, h0wever.

After having tried both buckle types in all eight positions,

the women were asked to select the most difficult buckle of

each category which they could accept for everyday use. They

were then asked to state at which age they felt it was per-

missible for children to be able to open the buckles them?

selves. The women were encouraged to try the buckles again,
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if they wished, in order to be sure of their answers.

The remanining 175 subjects were not required to try the

buckles in the car, but in all other respects the method

was the same.

Results

Opening capacity with both hands.

All of the subjects were able to open all of the buckles

with both hands and were even able to open an extra buckle

of type V at 80 Newton.

Opening capacity with one hand.

All of the subjects were able to open buckles at 50 Newton

or lower with one hand. Buckles at 60 Newton were opened by

nearly all of the subjects (1 % of the women were unable to

open Buckle V'at 60 Newton). Buckles at 70 Newton were opened

by a majority of the women. Ninety-five percent opened Buckle

E at 70 Newton-and ninety percent opened Buckle V.

Significance of car type and position of child seat.

As regards the twenty-five subjects who tested the buckles

in the eight different positions in the car, there was no

significant difference between the positionsv i lregard to

which buckles the women could open. The women, however, did

state that the most difficult buckle was too difficult for

everyday use, especially on the rearward-facing_seat in the

back seat of a two-door car.

Choice of buckle for daily use.

The subjects chose to have more easily opened buckles than

the most difficult one which they had managed with one hand

in the test. Most of the women chose 50-60 Newton. A small

(3% for Buckle E and 1% for Buckle V) wished to

have lower opening force than 50 Newton (see Fig. 2).

proportion
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Fig. 2.

Choice of the most difficult buckle acceptable for everyday
use. Two-hundred women tested two types of buckles.

The majority of the subjects (66%) felt that an apprOpriate

age limit would be 4 years, i.e., children above that age

should be able to open the buckles while those under that

age should not. Three percent felt that a lower age limit

should be required while 31%felt that a higher age limit was

necessary. The mean age limit selected was 4.2 years.

Fig. 3.

Women s selection of age at which they felt it was permissible
for children to open the buckles themselves. Two hundred
subjects participated.
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3.2.5 Rating of age at which it was considered permissible for

children to open the buckles themselVes

The majority of the subjects (66%) felt that an apprOpriate

age limit would be 4 years, i.e., children above that age

should be able to Open the buckles while those under that

age should not. Three percent felt that a lower age limit

should be required while 31%felt that a higher age limit was

necessary. The mean age limit selected was 4.2 years.

Fig. 3.

Women s selection.0f age at which they felt it was permissible
for children to Open the buckles themselves. Two-hundred
subjects partiCipated.
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Suggestions for the Use of Results

One of the most difficult questions in connectiOn with the

decision of how difficult the buckles should be to open

has to do with at what age it is permissible for children to

be able to open the buckles themselves. The women serving as

subjects all had had experience with children, their own as

well as other s, and had some idea of how children follow

instructions, both in general and-during car trips. As their

Opinions were also consistent with more theoretical examples

found in child psychology, it seemed appropriate to use them

as a starting point in the decision of how resistent to make

the buckles. The women chose 4.2 years as the mean age for

which they considered it permissible for children to open the

buckles themselves (see Fig. 3). Children between 4 and 41/2

opened 49 Newton on Buckle E and 42.5 Newton on Buckle V.

The variability was high, however (see Fig. l). Buckles at

40 Newton would probably be too easy for children under 4 to

open since approximately one-third of 3-3 l/2 year-olds and

about two-thirds of 3 1/2 -4 year-olds opened buckles at 40

Newton. As regards buckles at 50 Newton, only one child under

four was able to open this buckle (and only in type B). At

the same time, approximately one-half of the children between

4 and 4 1/2 were able to open buckles at 50 Newton.

Buckles at 50 Newton also seem appropriate for adults. All

of the women couldopen these buckles with one hand, and a

fairly large majority selected this buckle as the one they

would choose for everyday use. Results from earlier experiments

in which the buckles were-tested under stress and simulated

darkness conditions showed that buCkles opened with a pressure

button at 70 Newton were fairly easily opened (for buckles

with pressure button in the middle, see Arnberg, 1975; for

those with pressure button on the side, see Arnberg, 1974b).

Buckles at 50 Newton can, therefore, with a safe margin,_be

considered as risk-free, even when they must be opened in

emergency situations. Thus,.considering the reSults from all

the four parts in the study, buckles at SO-Newton with a

pressure button opening mechanism seem to represent the best

handling performance.
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Discussion

From the traffic safety point of view, it is necessary that a

restraint system be as practical and as easy to handle as

possible, so that the system will be used to maximal advantage.

Buckles on child seats currently available on the market can

be improved considerably. The results from the present study

can be said to constitute a resonable index for the selection

of standards pertaining to opening force requirements of buckles

on child seats for two reasons: Firstly, the study comprises

data from four separate areas: children s ability to open the

buckles, women s ability to open the buckles, women s selection

of the buckles acceptable for everyday use and women s selection

of the age at which they considered it permissible for children

to be able to open the buckles themselves. A second reason for

using the data in the selection of standards was that the

results were rather consistent in each of these four areas.

As mentioned in the suggestions for the use of results, the

recommendation is that buckles at 50 Newton represent the best

handling performance of those buckles tested. It must be added,

however, that even if this standard was to be accepted, the

difficulties in making a buckle at exactly 50 Newton are such

that a variance in Opening force would have to be accepted. It

is important, however, that the lower limit is not too low, as

buckles lower than 40 Newton- would most likely make it possible

for younger children to be able to open the buckles. On the

other hand, if the buckles were much more resistant than 50

Newton, women with long nails and children considered to be of

reSponsible age Would probably have difficulty-in Opening them.

In the experiment, the children worked under maximal motivation

with maximal information about how the buckles should be Opened-

Of course under normal conditions, a child s ability might not

be as pronounced, since these favorable conditions would proba

bly not be present. If the parents did wish the child to be able

to take himself in and out of the seat, however, they could show

the child how to do this, and-if the child was sufficiently
strong, as he most likelvaould be at age 4_or a little older,

he should be able to open a buckle at 50 Newton.'
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The child would not be sufficiently strong, however, to open

buckles which were much above 50 Newton.

In this study the everyday use of the buckles has been stressed.

In an automobile accident, however, the situation could arise

in which the car was inverted and the child was hanging upside-

down, causing much more pressure to be exerted on the buckle

than is ordinarily the case and, consequently, making the buckle

more difficult to open. It must therefore be possible for par-

ents or rescuers to be able to release the child when the buckle

is under increased load conditions such as these.

In earlier experiments (Arnberg, 1974b and 1975a), women have

been tested as to their ability to open various buckles under

simulated darkness and stress conditions. In these experiments

all of the women were able to open buckles at 70 Newton. In the

present experiment all 200 women were able to open buckles at

80 Newton (under normal conditions). It is possible that women

might be able to open buckles over 80 Newton, but new experi-

ments would have to be carried out to show this.

In order for standards for opening force requirements to be

established, the following six points should be considered:

Results from the present experiment, in relation to these points,

appear in parentheses.

1. Women s selection of the most difficult buckle which they

could accept for everyday use (50 Newton)

2. Women s selection of the age at which they felt it was

permissible for children to open the buckles themselves

(4 years)

3. Children s ability to open the buckles (50 Newton at 4

years of age)

4. Women s ability to open the buckles with one and both

hands respectively (both hands at at least 80 Newton)

5. The release force of the buckle under load conditions

(maximum 80 Newton)
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6. The manufacturers difficulty in making the buckles exact-

ly as prescribed.

Considering these points and the risk involved in not carefully

considering each of them,t m2following recommendations will be

made: Buckles with a pressure button opening mechanism should

have a release force of 50 Newton i 10 Newton (or an accepted

standard deviation of 3 Newton) under zero load conditions.

The maximum release force under load conditions is recommended

to be 80 Newton.l)

 

l) A special group has been formed in Sweden by the National
Swedish Road Safety Office to work with safety devices for
children. The group is comprised of members from the Road
Safety Office, the National Board for Consumer Policies,
the National Institute for Materials Testing and the National
Road-and Traffic Research Institute. The recommended release
force standards have been discussed and accepted by this
group.
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